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Unroll liner in Container.Unroll liner in Container.



Tie 28’ rope to rear of container and feed the Tie 28’ rope to rear of container and feed the 
rope through container lash rings. Tie off at rope through container lash rings. Tie off at 

front cornerfront corner..



Next feed a rope through the floor container Next feed a rope through the floor container 
lash rings and tie to each corner or the last lash rings and tie to each corner or the last 

lash ring. lash ring. 



Locate the front top corner of the liner and Locate the front top corner of the liner and 
secure the clips to the containers front top secure the clips to the containers front top 

lash rings.lash rings.



Locate the next set of clips moving toward Locate the next set of clips moving toward 
the rear of the liner and secure to the the rear of the liner and secure to the 

suspension rope.suspension rope.



As you secure the ceiling ties, locate and As you secure the ceiling ties, locate and 
secure the floor ties in the same method. secure the floor ties in the same method. 
NOTE: It is important the liner can fully NOTE: It is important the liner can fully 

extend once the clips are secured.extend once the clips are secured.



Secure all the ceiling and floor ties to the Secure all the ceiling and floor ties to the 
suspension rope until you reach the suspension rope until you reach the 

container doors. At this point if possible container doors. At this point if possible 
secure the clip to the lash ring or channel secure the clip to the lash ring or channel 

bar.bar.



The inside of the WalkThe inside of the Walk--In liner In liner 
should look similar to this.should look similar to this.



Secure the (4) elastic loops to the Secure the (4) elastic loops to the 
top load locks. This keeps the top load locks. This keeps the 

ceiling tight and prevents sags.ceiling tight and prevents sags.



The liner is now ready to load. Once loading The liner is now ready to load. Once loading 
is complete, gather the end together, twist is complete, gather the end together, twist 

and cable tie the opening closed.and cable tie the opening closed.


